
Wembley Primary School
NEWSLETTER No. 6 - 29 April, 2021

From the Principals

Welcome Back
Welcome back to Term 2. We trust that you all had a wonderful time
with your children over the Easter and school holiday period. Term Two
will be quite an active term and teachers have worked hard to plan a
range of exciting and engaging learning opportunities for all students.

School Photographs
Creative Exposures, our school photographers, will be here next
Wednesday 5 and Thursday 6 May to take all class and family
photographs. Please ensure your child/ren are ready for photos on
both days as the photo schedule will be created on the day. Pre-printed
envelopes have been sent home, for parents to order photographs, as
required. Please read the information carefully. Communication
regarding the photographs and payment options should be directed to
Creative Exposures.

Mother Day Stall
Our wonderful parent volunteers (WPCG) have organised a Mother’s
Day stall to be held at school next week on Thursday 6 & Friday 7 May.
The Mothers day stall is a great opportunity for children to purchase a
small Mothers Day gift for the special person in their lives. The gifts
range from $1.00 to $5.00, so please remind your child/ren to bring
along their coins to purchase something special for their mummies
and/or special people in their lives.

School Council Meeting
The next meeting of School Council is on Monday 17 May,
commencing at  6.30pm. Members of the school community are
welcome to attend these meetings as a guest. Guests are able to
participate in the discussions but are not able to vote or make
recommendations. Also, guests must leave the meeting if any
discussion is of a confidential nature. If you would like to attend
please inform Mandy of your intention on 9314 7054 or
amanda.pilkington@education.vic.gov.au

Easter Raffle Thank you
Once again thank you to the generous Wembley families who have
responded overwhelmingly to our Easter raffle. Proceeds of our Easter
raffle will go towards the purchase of Phonak Kits, which will be used
in classrooms to supplement the Sound Field systems and assist in
the integration of hearing impairment devices. This will help us with
creating effective learning environments for all children, including
those with hearing impairments. A huge acknowledgement to Natasha

Upcoming dates:

Wed 5 & Thu 6 May
School Photographs

Wed 5 May
District Cross Country

Thu 6 & Fri 7 May
Mothers Day Stall

Fri 8 May
Prep Mother’s Day
Celebration

Tue 11, Wed 12 & Thu 13
May
NAPLAN (Y3 & Y5)

Wed 19 May
Student Free Day

mailto:amanda.pilkington@education.vic.gov.au


Shannon for her wonderful organisation of the Easter raffle and the Wembley Parent
Community Group (WPCG).

NAPLAN testing - Years 3 and 5
As per correspondence sent to families of children in years 3 and 5 last week, NAPLAN
(National Assessment  Program for Literacy and Numeracy), is scheduled for Week 4 of Term
2, from Tuesday 11-Friday 14 May.

If your child is in Year 3 and Year 5 and will be sitting the NAPLAN test, please let the school
know as soon as possible if your child requires an adjustment or an accommodation of any
form, due to a disability, diagnosis or special requirement.

The following testing schedules will apply, whilst Friday 14 will be used for catch-up
assessments, should a student be absent Tuesday - Thursday.

We also understand that NAPLAN week falls during Eid. We invite parents of students who
observe and celebrate Eid to contact us (teachers or leaders) if they wish for us to support
their child/ren in any way regarding refreshments, etc. if they anticipate that this will be
necessary for their child.

Teachers in these year levels have already begun some gentle readiness preparations, such as
revising topics as part of class warm ups and educational games, as well as working
collaboratively as a team to plan out more concrete preparations next term. Such preparations
will include: revising the test genre and how to complete the tests, what to do if you’re unsure
about an instruction or answer, growth mindset, coping and calming strategies and at least
one practise test under test conditions so that all students know what to expect.

Pupil Free Days-Term 2
Two Pupil Free Days have been approved for this term.
Wednesday 19 May will be a curriculum day for all staff focused on part two of Writer’s
Workshop. Teachers and Education Support staff will be collaborating around writing
curriculum and instruction, the Writing Workshop.
Wednesday 23 June has been set aside as a Pupil Free Day for Reporting to
Parents-Parent/Teacher Interviews. More information will be available regarding times and
booking information later this term.



The Big Childcare will be operating on both of the days to provide care for students. Booking
can be made directly with Nikki or Chelsea from Big Childcare on 0481 730 086.

Protection of Learning Time
As of this term, we are protecting student learning time during the school day and as such, ask
if families can schedule allied therapy sessions, tutoring, instrumental music or any additional
programs outside the school day. Allied health professionals are able to conduct assessments
and observations in the classrooms during the school day, however cannot remove students
from class for 1:1 therapy sessions.
We have made changes to all our existing extra curricular lessons such as Drama Club,
Instrumental Music, etc. These changes have been made in order to protect and maximise
learning time. In addition, due to the impact of COVID-19 on learning growth and achievement,
teachers have been working diligently to assess students and create differentiated learning
programs to support students in achieving their learning goals. We thank you in advance for
your cooperation and flexibility with this.

Prep Drop Off and Pick Up Process Change
We are very proud of our Prep students (and their families) in regards to the way they have
settled into our school routines and the resilience and they have shown with our morning
transition and afternoon pick ups. There have been slight changes made to our Prep drop off
and pick up process which began on Monday 26 April, 2021. The devised process was emailed
to prep families last week via Sentral.

SCOOB! Wembley Film Night - Friday 23 April - Thank You
A night of fun occurred on Friday 23 April, when Wembley held an outdoor cinema event to
screen the popular movie “Scoob!” We thank those of you who attended the event (over 500
participants!!) and made it such a great success. Our wonderful Wembley community raised
over $2600, which will go towards the purchase of Phonak Kits to support students with
hearing impairments by ensuring our sound field systems are compatible. We also extend a
huge thank you to the WPCG for their organisation and commitment to our fundraising events.
We greatly appreciate the support of all parents that were involved either on the night or in the
lead up. They were aiming for a night of family fun and community socialisation, with a bonus
in tow! Their tireless efforts are truly appreciated.
Photos from the night, further along in the Newsletter.

Contingency Planning - Remote and Flexible Learning (RFL)
The events of 2020 have dramatically shone a light on the importance of contingency planning
and preparation for schools. The prospective arrival of a COVID-19 lockdown is something that
we need to be prepared for, in the event that it happens again. Here at Wembley, we have
reflected on our remote and flexible learning experience and have made a contingency plan
should this be necessary in the future. The result of such plans means that we can move into
remote and flexible online learning with little notice. Our teachers and leaders have been very
flexible in making such plans to ensure a smooth transition for all students.

ANZAC DAY
Thank you to the children, staff and families who attended our touching ANZAC assembly held
on Friday 23 April, honouring our fallen soldiers, and acknowledging the freedom and safety
that we appreciate on behalf of the sacrifices of the ANZACS. We hope the Wembley
community enjoyed ANZAC day, whether it was at the dawn service, having a conversation as
a family and/or honouring the ANZACs in their own special way.



Junior School Council Meeting (JSC)
We wish to acknowledge and celebrate our Junior School Councillors and wider student
leaders, once again on their appointments to the role. The first JSC meeting was held on
Tuesday 27 and the student shared ideas inspiring fun and improvement to their educational
journey at Wembley PS. We thank Linda, Lisa, Rachel and Ben for their facilitation of JSC this
year.

Significant events occurring this term are:

Wednesday 5 May District Cross Country (select group of children)

Wednesday 5 &
Thursday 6 May

School Photographs

Thursday 6 & Friday 7
May

Mother’s Day Stall

Friday 7 May Prep Mother’s Day celebration (mum or special person/s)

Tuesday 11-Friday 14
May

NAPLAN for Years 3 and Year 5

Wednesday 19 May Student Free Day (Curriculum Day)

Monday 24 - Friday 29
May
*Wednesday 26 May

Education Week

Open morning-parents invited into classrooms

Thursday 3 June Years 5/6 Winter Gala Sports Day



Monday 7 June to
Friday 11 June

Year 5 Camp - Kangaroobie

Monday 21 June Semester One Reports shared with families on Sentral

Wednesday 23 June Student Free Day (Reporting to Parents)

Friday 25 June Last day of Term 2 - assembly 1.00pm and dismissal at
1.30pm

Ongoing throughout the
term

Ongoing assessment and reporting against the Essential
Learnings

Wellbeing-Building Independence
Children’s confidence grows as they learn how to become independent. As they begin to
master new skills, they see themselves as being capable. This belief promotes their
confidence and pushes them to try more new things in the future. We can build a child’s
independence by supporting them to ‘have a go’ first, rather than taking away the opportunity
for them to learn how to do something for themselves.

Here are some ways to promote independence:
● Tell children that making mistakes is okay – the most important thing is to have a go in

the first place
● Give children plenty of targeted praise when they attempt something new/challenging
● Set aside time for children to have a go at activities for themselves (like getting

changed or preparing their lunch box)
● Encourage children to go outdoors (with supervision), where there are lots of challenges

and opportunities to build independence
● Be comfortable with things getting messy whilst the child is still mastering how to do

something
● Build lots of opportunities for independence throughout the day – for example,

providing “choice” or asking children to help set the dinner table
● Encourage children’s problem solving skills for minor issues by asking if they can come

up with a solution on their own. If they’re struggling, give them time to think before
offering your ideas

● Provide a running commentary, whilst the child is trying a new task. For example: “I can
see you’re trying really hard to set the table, don’t forget to …

Promoting children’s independence is vital, but the context is important. If a child is tired,
feeling unwell, stressed out or is having difficulty adjusting to change then it might not be the
right time to introduce them to learning something new. Be sensitive whilst also trying your
utmost to provide plenty of opportunities for children to exercise their independence
throughout the day.

Cross Country
This year’s Cross Country tryouts were run this week on Monday, 26 April. We are proud of our
year 3-6 students who demonstrated resilience and tolerance as they approached what may
seem to some, a mammoth trek! Twenty six students made it through to the District Cross
Country, which will be held next week on Wednesday 5 May. We wish these students well as
they embrace the next level of the competition. We were also delighted to see so many of our
wonderful parents and grandparents as spectators at the event, providing moral support and
community spirit.



Book Club Issue #3

By now your child should have received Issue #3
book club catalogue.
For simplicity, we have decided that all orders
moving forward will need to be placed online
through the Scholastic Loop portal. Cash orders
will no longer be taken at the office.

Orders for this issue close on Friday 7th May 2021.

Please allow around 10 working days from that
date for orders to arrive in classrooms.
If you have any questions, please email the book club coordinator, Simone Outteridge at
simoneoutteridge@gmail.com

Instrumental Music Program (IMP)
A Sentral notification regarding our revised Instrumental Music Program was published
through our Sentral parent portal last Tuesday. Instrumental music lessons have commenced
this week, after school. The instruments offered as per previous years include keyboard, violin,
guitar and drum lessons for students in years 1-6. All lessons are a 30 minute duration and are
offered from 3:15 to 5:45pm. Please see the sentral email or contact the following IMP
providers to pursue enrolment for your child/ren:

Instruments Teacher/s Enrolment Contact Details

Keyboard - private teachers Valerie
Kovacevic

valeriekovacevic@yahoo.com.au
0414 780 500

Laura O’Connell loconnellellie@hotmail.com
0410 533 804

Violin - private teacher Chelsea Law yeannlaw@gmail.com
0449 624 920

Violin - Genesis Music
School

Julia Tran Enrolment form

David Micallef
9743 7210 M:0421 426 674
Website: Genesis Music School

Drums - Genesis Music
School

Jack Morris

Guitar - Genesis Music
School

Alex Temperley
Jack Morris

Football
At Wembley we pride ourselves in demonstrating our school rules and values, both inside and
outside the classroom. In the yard, we have many students that show role model behaviour,
but we are also aware that this has been challenging for some, particularly on the oval during
football. Throughout the year, classroom teachers have followed up with a range of student
reports as a result of improper play during football. This week, Year 5 and 6 students that

http://www.genesismusicschool.com.au/enrolment.php
http://www.genesismusicschool.com.au/index.php


participate in recess and lunchtime footy matches partook in a meeting about how we can
make the oval a safer place to be.

After discussing the issues observed by teachers and students, we discussed how these
incidents affect various community members (students, staff, families) and how lunchtime
football at WPS needs to reflect the yard limitations. Many students identified the difference
between their weekend football matches, and what is possible at school, for example: umpires,
coaches, trainers, medics, and therefore we decided that we need to modify the game being
played at school.

Ultimately, we came to the conclusion that recess and lunchtime football would follow the
general rules of AFL 9s (touch football). Most students are familiar with the game and the
rules reflect our school rules and values as well. Students agreed to:
A throw in when the ball is kicked out of bounds
The grassed area is the area of play
They can kick, mark, tap or handball to gain possession of the ball
No smothering/spoiling
Players cannot touch the ball while the other player has possession
There is to be no holding, tackling, bumping, high contact, knocking ball out of hands, pushing,
physical contact of any kind or poor language/sportsmanship

Should students not follow any of the above rules and are reported/observed doing so, they
will be asked to leave the field of play for the remainder of recess/lunch. It is important for
families to know and understand the rules and consequences of the game so that we can
work together in supporting our students to demonstrate role model behaviour in the yard and
improve our football culture for all year levels.

We are also looking to engage in further skills development for students and staff.

We thank you for your ongoing support and feedback. Any questions or comments can be
directed to the Year 5/6 Sector Leader Renee Johnson.

Woolly Crafts Club is taking donations!
Every Tuesday lunchtime, the Woolly Crafts Club is exploring fun activities to make. Do you
have any spare wool, knitting needles or crochet hooks? If so, we would love to have them!
Please drop off any donations to the front office, labelled 'Sofia’.

Westgate Tunnel Bridge Naming Competition
A huge thank you to all of you who supported the bridge naming launch held by Transurban at
the Yarraville library last Friday. The show bags distributed by Transurban proved quite
popular! Hopefully some of our students will be inspired to enter the competition to name one
of the two new bridges that have been constructed. Details can be found through this link:
https://westgatetunnelproject.vic.gov.au/community/name-your-bridges-comp

Our school captains did a fabulous job promoting the bridge naming competition and
inspecting the new footbridge at Fogarty Ave. Please look out for photos in our local
community media. The highlights were meeting Cr. Michael Clarke our Mayor, and also
Melissa Horne, Minister for Public Transport.

https://westgatetunnelproject.vic.gov.au/community/name-your-bridges-comp
https://westgatetunnelproject.vic.gov.au/community/name-your-bridges-comp


School Contributions
Information has been distributed to all families in relation to school contributions for 2021. If
you have misplaced your information, please contact the Office or visit our Website to access
the information for each year level.
Our preferred payment option is via our Qkr! App (please see the Wembley Primary School
website http://www.wembleyps.vic.edu.au/ for details) or payment can also be made using
cash, BPay or EFTPOS at the office. In addition parents have the options of making payments
via bank transfer. Please contact the school office should you have any questions.
If making your payment at the office, please bring along your completed 2021 Parent
Contribution Payment Summary Page.
If required, a Payment Plan can be arranged. Please contact Mandy Pilkington, Business
Manager, on 9314 7054 to discuss.



Photos from SCOOB









Student Learning and Achievement Awards Term 1 - Week 9

P A Lennox C For showing such great improvement in your organisation skills.  Keep up the great
work!

P B Aleksy S For settling into your first term at school, especially after time away. Aleksy, you
embrace feedback like a pro! What a great way to start the year, keep it up!

P C Alannah M For an amazing start to the year. You continually show the Wembley values and have
been such a great friend to your peers. Keep up the great work!

P D Zali W For a fantastic first term in Prep!  Zali, you have shown a wonderful commitment to your
learning by participating in our class discussions and trying your best on all your tasks.
Keep up the great work!

P E Henry H For the wonderful way that he helps others in the classroom. Thank you for always going
out of your way to be kind, Henry. Well done!

1A Jonah C For your fantastic effort in writing your information report on Koalas and for including an
interesting lead. Keep up the great work, Jonah!

1B Scarlett G For working incredibly hard all term and always putting in lots of effort in all your
learning tasks! Well done on an amazing term Scarlett, you have worked so hard and I
am so proud of you! :-)

1C Filip F For your hard work during our maths unit on place value this term. You have shown your
understanding of place value and have extended yourself by modelling 3-digit numbers.
Well done!

1D Harry C For being an outstanding friend in 1D and always offering your help and support to those
who need it. Harry you are such a treasured member of my classroom. Keep up the
amazing work!

1E Indy L For his fabulous work during our place value unit, extending his understanding into 3
digit numbers. Keep up the amazing effort, Indy!

2A Yolande K For always showing a fantastic positive attitude towards her learning, You have shown
fantastic growth in our Place Value maths unit, meeting your initial learning goal and
excelling past it! Keep up the fantastic work, Yoyo!

2C Luella J For amazing growth during our Place Value Unit. Luella, your persistence and growth
mindset enabled you to extend yourself and rename three digit numbers with ease.
Fabulous work!

2D Marlo M For always putting a fantastic effort into your work and showing the 5 Ls beautifully
during class. You are a superstar Marlo!

2E Hunter R For showing great persistence with his maths learning to improve his understanding of
place value and for showing excellent resilience when challenged. Congratulations,
Hunter!

3A Tilla D For demonstrating initiative and a positive attitude in order to extend her learning in
maths, showing her ability to rename 4-digit numbers. Keep up the excellent effort, Tilla!

3B Kip L For captivating his readers via an enticing, yet spooky, lead when crafting an informative
text about spiders. Amazing work, Kip! Keep up the creative writing!



3C Tess S For putting her best foot forward and applying herself to all that she does. Tess, your
ability to always achieve your personal best makes you a great role model for your peers.
Keep it up you superstar!

3D Blake K For always showing a fantastic positive attitude towards his learning. Blake you always
put 100% into your tasks and are a great model for your peers.  Keep up the fantastic
work.

4A Sienna L For a fantastic first term at Wembley Primary School! Sienna, you put effort into
everything you do and have such a kind and caring nature. You are a wonderful addition
to our class. Well done!

4B Aaira R For always demonstrating a growth mindset when working on challenging content,
especially in Maths. It’s amazing to hear the great extent of your knowledge, and it’s
fantastic that you are willing to share this knowledge with your peers. Great work, Aaira!

4C Ruby W For her continued resilience, positivity and growth mindset.  Well done Ruby, you
continue to show a great amount of resilience and positivity in the classroom and you
have produced some amazing pieces of work this term. I am so proud of you!!  Well
done and keep it up!

4D Joshua M For his amazing efforts in the classroom this week. Congratulations Josh on all the hard
work you have done this week. Your writing, reading and maths have all been fantastic -
especially your work on calculating the volume of different shapes. Well done legend!

5A Lia D For her excellent focus and attention on writing strong leads and creative stories and for
taking care with her workbooks, they are incredibly organised. Well done on making an
outstanding start to Year Four, Lia!

5B Huw D For showing excellent effort and resilience when tackling some very challenging
mathematical concepts at the end of this term. I am really impressed Huw! Keep up the
awesome work!!!

5C Mia J For consistently showing the Wembley Primary School values and being an outstanding
role model for your peers. Mia, your determination to complete work to a high standard
is admirable and you should be very proud. Well done!

5/6A Claire H For her amazing writing pieces over the last two weeks. Claire, you have shown your
understanding of social and historical perspectives, combined with author craft to
engage your audience. Keep up the great work!

6A Tate H For creating a well structured and engaging procedure text for the class publishing party.
Keep up the great work, Tate!

6B Ada S For her outstanding efforts in literacy this term! Your insightful contributions about our
current author study add value to our class discussions and your writing demonstrates
an excellent ability to use a mentor text and adapt language. Well done!

6C Caitlyn R For your focus and effort this term in ALL learning areas. Your writing has been full of
passion and craft; you have challenged yourself in Maths; and your responses in Reading
have been well supported with evidence. Keep up the amazing work!

6D Shantelle M For your hard work during our maths unit on number types. Your determination to reach
your goal has been wonderful to see. Congratulations Shantelle!



Student Learning and Achievement Awards Term 2 - Week 1

P A Alyssa C For showing outstanding concentration and persistence in each and every lesson.  Your
positive attitude towards your learning is wonderful to see.  Keep up the great effort!

P B Harper D For showing bravery and growing maturity coming into the classroom every day! It is so
lovely to see your smiling face, and I am so proud of how far you have come! Yay Harper!

P C Siena M For settling in well to Wembley Primary School. You are a delight to have in Prep C! Keep
up the fantastic work Siena!

P D Jamie T For his fabulous contributions to our class discussions. Jamie, you are always able to
connect your ideas and knowledge to our learning to share with the class.  Well done!

P E Eddy L For the fabulous persistence and positive attitude he has shown while attending school
with a broken arm. Well done, Eddy! You have still given everything a go, even cutting out
with only one hand!!

1A Jana S For using excellent expression when reading. Well done, you have shown so much
improvement in your fluency and using decoding strategies. Jana, you are a superstar!

1B Thomas D For making excellent choices inside the classroom and always showing the Wembley
Values. Great work this week Thomas, keep up then amazing work! :-)

1C Violet M For showing courage when presenting your fascinating facts to the class. I am so proud
of you, keep up the good work!

1D Sena B For taking on board feedback and using it to improve your writing. Well done Sena for
showing such independence in your transition back to school. I am so proud of you!

1E Joanna T For her fabulous attitude and effort towards her writing. Joanna, you have started the
term with a bang! Keep up the amazing work.

2A Amos H For his fantastic efforts in attending to the meaning of a text by using decoding
strategies to self correct unfamiliar words. Keep up the great work, Amos!

2C Victoria C For being an outstanding learner. Victoria, you listen so carefully to feedback and work
so hard to improve yourself. You truly are a superstar! Keep up the fabulous effort.

2D Evie C For being an outstanding learner. Evie, you always try your very best to learn new things
in class. You also put a fantastic effort into all your work. You are such a superstar
learner! Keep it up.

2E Anne T For showing an excellent attitude towards her learning and for always bringing positivity
to our classroom environment. Congratulations Anne, you’re a superstar!

3A Milana F For showing outstanding effort in all areas of learning. Your positive attitude to learning
and attention to detail always shines through in your work. We are so proud of your
achievements so far this year. Keep up the excellent work, Milana!

3B Brodie L For being an outstanding member of 3A! Brodie, you are always so kind and caring. Well
done on being such a fabulous friend to all! We are lucky to have you as part of our 3A
team.

3C Oliver H For employing so many of the Writer’s Toolbox strategies in your writing this week.
Fantastic effort Ollie!

3D Bailey P For your incredible Maths skills and continuous effort to extend your Maths learning.
You have shown great improvement in your writing and reading stamina and are a great
role model for your class.  Thank you Bailey



4A Jensen M For your outstanding focus and effort this week. Jensen, I have loved how attentive you
have been in whole class instruction, and your willingness to partake in class
discussions. Way to go Jensen!

4B Charlie A For always looking to improve his writing by including our newly learnt craft and
punctuation skills. It’s great to see that you include your new knowledge to make your
writing better. Great work, Charlie!

4C Arabella W For continually being an amazing role model for 4B! You are always focused, on task
and attentive during lessons.  Thank you for continually demonstrating all of the
Wembley values and bringing a smile to our classroom community each and every day.
Amazing work Bella, keep it up!

4D Alice R For writing about and presenting to the class on her holiday to Uluru. Alice you spoke
with great confidence in front of the grade. You showed some fantastic resources when
presenting and described the events very clearly. Well done Little Miss Explorer. Super
stuff Alice.

5A Oskar D For working exceptionally hard on developing his addition skills and supporting those
around him when they need support. You have made a great start to Term Two. Well
done Oskar!

5B Kobe S For the fantastic use of figurative language and writing craft when creating interesting
fictional texts! Keep up the excellent work!

5C Jamie S For his perseverance and effort to achieve his learning goals, particularly in maths. It’s
wonderful to see him displaying the Wembley School Values of persistence and
resilience when taking responsibility for his learning. Well done Jamie!

5/6A Jasmine B For your excellent focus and persistence in maths this week. Jasmine, you have applied
yourself to your subtraction and angles tasks with enthusiasm. Well done!

6A Jensen E For showing care and persistence in his maths goals. Well done for asking questions
and reflecting on what you need to practice next. I admire your growth mindset, Jensen!

6B Max K For your entertaining writing skills, observed in your text “Kool Dog Ziggy”, that you
showcased at our Publishing Party. Max, your writing is full of voice, humour, strong
verbs and clever craft! Keep up the great work!

6C Will S For consistent focus, enthusiasm, and great cooperation with peers in 6B. This has been
especially noticeable in Maths while exploring number patterns. Keep up the fantastic
work, Will!

6D Zandr B For demonstrating a positive attitude to every learning task and a determination to
achieve your learning goals. Congratulations Zandr on an excellent term!




















